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Times tables



Times tables are fundamental to 

many maths topics.



Freeing up working memory allows pupils 

to develop their reasoning skills.



Order of learning

Year 2- 2s, 5s and 10s

Year 3- 4s, 3s, 6s, 9s, 8s and 7s

Year 4- 11s and 12s



Children need to understand and know the 

following facts about how times tables work 

before they start learning them and before they 

can master them.



Repeated addition

4 x 5 is the same as 5 + 5 + 5 + 5.

Multiplication is commutative

4 x 5 is the same as 5 x 4.

Multiplication is the inverse of division

20 ÷ 5 = 4 can be worked out because 5 x 4 = 20.

Number families

4 x 5 = 20, 5 x 4 = 20, 20 ÷ 5 = 4, 20 ÷ 4 = 5



144 Club Test!



What can you do at home to support 
your child with their times tables?

● Use play or objects to understand numbers
● Number lines can help visualisation when teaching your child about 

times tables
● Use the CPA (concrete-pictorial-abstract) approach 
● Use arrays
● Play games
● Regular practice



Fluency, reasoning and 
problem solving





What is fluency, reasoning and problem solving?

Fluency- involves knowing key mathematical facts and being able to recall them 
quickly and accurately. Children should also be able to apply the same skill to 
multiple contexts, and be able to choose the most appropriate method for a 
particular task.

Reasoning- the process of applying logical thinking to a situation to derive the 
correct problem solving strategy for a given question, and using this method to 
develop and describe a solution.

Problem solving- finding a way to apply knowledge and skills you have to answer 
unfamiliar types of problems.



Jaymond, Year 3

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1em7ycsQyZbhFG2FZKk0Gl8AS9rBDok_6/view


Ian, Year 4

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1mWYoMRpUPRWIUxAs7xXseZLjzkFslQTx/view


Ellie, Year 5

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1mukGDBpOLd0onr-zhfpChPrSrFkY_XkF/view


Vivian, Year 6

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1-SVAR7CfQlcTaB9xpQAx06cAtdCcC-nS/view


Now it’s your turn 
to have a go!



Key ingredients to be a successful mathematician



How else can you help at home with 
maths?

Life skills

● Speak positively about maths

● Use mathematical vocabulary correctly e.g. sum, exchanging

● Time in general

● Cooking/baking- weighing ingredients, estimating amounts, timing etc

● Get them to work out how much things cost in a supermarket

● Budgeting money and saving

● Problem solving in real life

● Train maps and tube maps e.g. how many stops? How many miles? Speed 

limit?




